Missouri Right to Life Political Action Committees
Candidate Endorsements for November 8, 2016 General Election
(unlisted races/districts have no endorsement as of October 1, 2016)

Federal

President  Donald Trump (R)
U. S. Senate  Roy Blunt (R)
Congress Dist 2  Ann Wagner (R)
Congress Dist 3  Blaine Luetkemeyer (R)
Congress Dist 4  Vicky Hartzler (R)
Congress Dist 5  Jacob Turk (R)
Congress Dist 6  Sam Graves (R)
Congress Dist 7  Billy Long (R)
Congress Dist 8  Jason Smith (R)

Missouri Statewide

Lt Governor  Mike Parson (R)
Sec of State  John (Jay) Ashcroft (R)
Treasurer  Eric Schmitt (R)
Atty General  Josh Hawley (R)

Missouri Senate

Dist 1  Randy Jotte (R)
Dist 11  Brent Thurston Lasater (R)
Dist 15  Andrew Koenig (R)
Dist 19  Caleb Rowden (R)
Dist 21  Denny Hoskins (R)
Dist 23  Bill Eigil (R)
Dist 27  Wayne Wallingford (R)
Dist 29  David Sater (R)
Dist 31  Ed Emery (R)

Missouri House of Representatives

Dist 1  Allen Andrews (R)
Dist 2  J. Eggleston (R)
Dist 3  Nate Walker (R)
Dist 4  Craig Redmon (R)
Dist 5  Lindell Shumake (R)
Dist 6  Tim Remole (R)
Dist 7  Rusty Black (R)
Dist 8  James (Jim) Neely (R)
Dist 9  Delus Johnson (R)
Dist 12  Kenneth Wilson (R)
Dist 13  Nick Marshall (R)
Dist 14  Kevin Corlew (R)
Dist 17  Mary Hill (R)
Dist 20  Bill E. Kidd (R)
Dist 21  Vicki Riley (R)
Dist 28  William (Bill) Van Buskirk (R)
Dist 30  Mike Cierpiot (R)
Dist 31  Dan Stacy (R)
Dist 33  Donna Pfautsch (R)
Dist 34  Rebecca Roeber (R)
Dist 35  Gary Cross (R)
Dist 38  T. J. Berry (R)
Dist 39  Joe Don McGaugh (R)
Dist 40  Jim Hansen (R)
Dist 42  Bart Korman (R)

(continued on back)
| Dist 43 | Jay Houghton (R) | Dist 92 | Daniel Bogle (R) | Dist 127 | Mike Kelley (R) |
| Dist 44 | Cheri Toalson Reisch (R) | Dist 93 | Landry Sorbel (R) | Dist 128 | Mike Stephens (R) |
| Dist 45 | William Lee (Ind) | Dist 94 | Cloria Brown (R) | Dist 129 | Sandy Crawford (R) |
| Dist 46 | Don Waterman (R) | Dist 96 | David Gregory (R) | Dist 130 | Jeff Messenger (R) |
| Dist 47 | Chas. (Chuck) Basye (R) | Dist 97 | John McCaherty (R) | Dist 131 | Sonya M. Anderson (R) |
| Dist 48 | Dave Muntzel (R) | Dist 98 | Shamed Dogan (R) | Dist 132 | Thomas Quinn (R) |
| Dist 49 | Travis Fitzwater (R) | Dist 99 | Jean Evans (R) | Dist 133 | Curtis Trent (R) |
| Dist 50 | Caleb Jones (R) | Dist 101 | Bruce DeGroot (R) | Dist 134 | Elijah Haahr (R) |
| Dist 51 | Dean Dohrmann (R) | Dist 103 | John Wiemann (R) | Dist 135 | Steve Helms (R) |
| Dist 52 | Nathan Beard (R) | Dist 104 | Kathie Conway (R) | Dist 136 | Kevin Austin (R) |
| Dist 53 | Glen Kolkmeyer (R) | Dist 105 | Phil Christophanelli (R) | Dist 137 | Lyndall Fraker (R) |
| Dist 54 | Dan Houx (R) | Dist 106 | Chrissy Sommer (R) | Dist 139 | Jered Taylor (R) |
| Dist 55 | Rick Brattin (R) | Dist 107 | Nick Schroer (R) | Dist 140 | Lynn Morris (R) |
| Dist 56 | Jack Bondon (R) | Dist 108 | Justin Hill (R) | Dist 141 | Hannah Kelly (R) |
| Dist 57 | Wanda Brown (R) | Dist 109 | Paul Curtman (R) | Dist 142 | Robert Ross (R) |
| Dist 58 | David Wood (R) | Dist 110 | Kirk Matthews (R) | Dist 143 | Jeffrey Pogue (R) |
| Dist 59 | Mike Bernskoetter (R) | Dist 111 | Shane Roden (R) | Dist 144 | Paul Fitzwater (R) |
| Dist 61 | Justin Alferman (R) | Dist 112 | Rob Vescovo (R) | Dist 145 | Rick Francis (R) |
| Dist 62 | Tom Hurst (R) | Dist 113 | Dan Shaul (R) | Dist 146 | Donna Lichtenegger (R) |
| Dist 63 | Bryan Spencer (R) | Dist 114 | Becky Ruth (R) | Dist 147 | Kathy Swan (R) |
| Dist 64 | Robert Cornejo (R) | Dist 115 | Elaine F. Gannon (R) | Dist 148 | Holly Rehder (R) |
| Dist 65 | Tom Hannegan (R) | Dist 116 | Kevin Engler (R) | Dist 149 | Don Rone (R) |
| Dist 68 | Keith English (Ind) | Dist 117 | Mike Henderson (R) | Dist 150 | Andrew McDaniel (R) |
| Dist 70 | Mark Matthiasen (R) | Dist 118 | Ben Harris (D) | Dist 151 | Tila R. Hubrecht (R) |
| Dist 71 | Jim Cain (R) | Dist 119 | Nate Tate (R) | Dist 153 | Steve Cookson (R) |
| Dist 72 | Dan Hyatt (R) | Dist 121 | Keith Frederick (R) | Dist 155 | Lyle Rowland (R) |
| Dist 78 | Erik Shelquist (R) | Dist 122 | Steve Lynch (R) | Dist 158 | Scott Fitzpatrick (R) |
| Dist 82 | Robert Crump (R) | Dist 123 | Diane Franklin (R) | Dist 159 | Bill Lant (R) |
| Dist 85 | Steven McKnight (R) | Dist 126 | Patricia Pike (R) | Dist 160 | Bill Reiboldt (R) |
| Dist 89 | Dean Plocher (R) | | | Dist 162 | Charlie Davis (R) |
| Dist 90 | Mark Milton (R) | | | Dist 163 | Cody Smith (R) |
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